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“CRIMEFIGHTER CORVETTE UNVEILS

Our “CrimeFighter” Project Corvette changes again in
hopes of capturing the attention of our youth with the
new exciting graphics theme. The unveiling took place
at the National Corvette Museum and was well attended by dignitaries as well as the Armed Forces pictured above. The new
paint scheme was applied by
Luis Solis & Clay Bilyeu at Clays Auto Body, in Russelville, KY. The Corvette is also the recipient of a
custom Nitrous Oxide System installed by Prevention
Partner Holley Performance. DJ‘s Upholstery, a long
time Partner, created a dynamic set of patriotic seats to

OFFICER GILBERT RETURNS TO WARIndiana State DARE Officer Steve Gilbert delivers a
strong drug and violence prevention message with his
C o o l
Camaro and
Sprint car
to graduates
at one of
the
Nat i o n a l
Corvette
Museum
W C P P
D A R E
Graduations.
Captain
Jakub
and
Officer Gilbert
along
with other Officers from across the Country continue to
work on new ways to help keep our kids stay drug free.
“It’s a battle, but with the parents help we will win.
Captain Joe and I really care about our kids and that is
One of our Prevention Partners, Lee Greenwood was at
the Inaugural and gave thanks to all our veterans with a
special “Salute to Veterans” singing God Bless the
USA >> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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“ PRESIDENT BUSH PICKS CRIMEFIGHTER

President George W. Bush & his Inaugural committee invited Captain Jakub and our WCPP Corvette to come to Washington, DC to participate in
his Inaugural parade held on Saturday, January
20, 2001. Our
Partnership continues to gain
national & international recognition. We represented Kentucky in the parade and networks like
CNN plus C-Span covered the
entire event.
Their announcers recognized Warren County
Kentucky for its Drug Prevention efforts. Our
passenger was Astronaut Buzz Aldrin, the man
who walked on the Moon with Neil Armstrong.
This event concluded with the President and
Vice-President of the United States saluting our
programs. “I truly get chills every time I think
that the President of the United States recognized
us out of all the programs in the Country. Recognition doesn’t get any better than that.” stated Jakub. Everyone who has helped the WCPP in its
drug prevention efforts should be extremely
proud to be recognized by the President of the
United States for what we have accomplished in
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“CRIMEFIGHTER VETTE” VISITS
CONGRESSMAN LEWIS IN D.C.

Astronut Buzz Aldrin loved the Corvette, but there is no The “CrimeFighter Corvette” visited
way that our CrimeFighter could beat his space ship in a Kentucky Congressman Ron Lewis on
race to the Moon. Well, I guess he should know.
the Capitol grounds. Thousands of kids

were in town for the national Right to
Life march and Congressman Lewis was
able to see first hand the impact of the
CrimeFighter Corvette on these young
people. He was truly amazed at the magnetism our Corvette had on these young

For those of you too young to remember, Apollo 11 was
the first mission in which humans walked on the lunar
surface and returned to Earth. On July 20, 1969 two astronauts (Apollo 11 Commander Neil A. Armstrong and
LM pilot
Edwin E. "Buzz" Aldrin Jr.) landed in the
Sea of Tranquility on the Moon in the Lunar Module
while the Command and Service Module (with CM pilot
Michael Collins) continued in lunar orbit. Upon landing
and exiting the craft, Buzz and Neil became the first men
to set foot on the moon.
"That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind." After Neil spoke those immortal words, he and
Buzz
proceeded to plant the American flag on the
moon.
In Buzz's words, "We had some difficulty at first getting the pole of the flag to remain in the surface. So
many people have done so much to give us this opportunity to place this American flag on the surface.
To me it
was one of
t h e
prouder
m o ments of my
life, to
be able to
stand
there and
salute
the flag."

people.

WORLD FAMOUS SEMA SHOW
DRAWS YOUTHS ATTENTION

Young Chelsea Pezzola of Arkansas is only one of
thousands that was excited beyond belief about sitting in the “CrimeFighter Corvette“. This priceless
facial
expression tells the story about her experience and thrill of a lifetime that day. She promised
never to use drugs!! Chelsea‘s mom Sharon also
promised to remind her about that commitment.
Parents are a big part of our prevention team. To-

